
Prostrobe - Spot, R65
Powerful LED warning light, that can be both tilted and rotated. Mounted in a

bracket, fastened with a single bolt.

Powerful LED warning light, that can be both tilted and rotated. It is

mounted in a bracket, fastened with a single bolt, this makes it perfect for

mounting where flat or other warning light cannot be placed. The bracket

can also be removed, allowing you to surfacemount it, using the threaded

holes on the back.

The spot does NOT work with the other Prostrobe lights at the moment, and

can therefore NOT be syncronized with these.

The lamp is R65 approved, and can be used on public road.

There are 3 bright 3W high power LEDs in the lamp, and a lens with a wide

beam.

Connection
The strobelight connected quite easily as shown below.

White = Synchronization between other Prostrobe units

(NOT possible)

Red = Plus warning light (12V-24V)

Black = Minus

Yellow = Blink pattern / programs at minus.

Blink pattern
When you pulse the yellow wire on black (minus) for less than 1 second, you

switch between the 26 different flash patterns / programs.

In pulse between 1-3 seconds, you switch to the previous flash pattern /

program. If the pulse is more than 5 seconds, you turn off the flash pattern /

program. If the LED lamp is switched on again, it will continue in the

previously selected flash pattern / program.

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/731082A

Specifications
Voltage 12V - 24V

Temperature -30 to 60 grader

Certificates R65 (warning light) and R10 (EMC)

Flash patterns 26

LEDs 3 x 3W

Product overview

Prostrobe - Spot, R65
SKU 731082A
Dimensions: 35 x 52 x 80mm

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/731082A
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